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Abstract. This work presents the latest results on direct laser writing of polymeric materials for tissue engineering applications. A femtosecond Yb:KGW laser (300 fs, 200 kHz, 515 nm) was used as a light source for non-linear lithography. Fabrication was implemented in various photosensitive polymeric materials, such as: hybrid organic-inorganic sol-gel based on silicon-zirconium oxides, commercial ORMOCER® class photoresins. These materials were structured via multi-photon polymerization technique with submicron resolution. Porous three-dimensional scaffolds for artificial tissue engineering were fabricated with constructed system and were up to several millimeters in overall size with 10 to 100 μm internal pores. Biocompatibility of the used materials was tested in primary rabbit muscle-derived stem cell culture in vitro and using laboratory rats in vivo. This interdisciplinary study suggests that proposed technique and materials are suitable for tissue engineering applications. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.8.081405]
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1 Introduction

The interdisciplinary field of Tissue Engineering (TE) science has gained a lot of attention during the past decades. The main efforts are concerned with building artificial tissues or organs in vitro using stem cells derived from the patient. To achieve this, it is important to mimic the composition and structure of the original tissues. The microporous structures are designed to serve as artificial niches for cell growing, and their well-defined geometrical shape can function as a biomimetic substrate. Chemical and geometrical properties of the scaffolds play an important role in regulating cell fate-their proliferation and differentiation. Chemical or geometrical composition of biomaterials can direct differentiation of the stem cells into bone, skin, muscle or vascular tissues. Cell growth, function and fate are closely related to geometrical properties of the scaffolds. The critical processes governing artificial tissue integration such as cell migration and hybrid tissue organization are also dependent on scaffold geometrical properties such as pore size and general porosity. Biomimetic properties of the scaffolds can be improved by immobilizing functional extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins onto the surface. Protein-coated scaffolds can improve cell attachment and proliferation. However, there are still many unresolved issues. It is also very important to have a better understanding of cell-surface interactions in order to successfully apply artificially engineered scaffolds in practical TE.

There is a variety of materials which have been used for scaffold production for TE applications. Generally they can be divided into natural and synthetic ones. Natural protein or polysaccharide-based biomaterials, such as collagen, gelatin, fibrin, silk, chitosan and alginate are attractive because they have cellular adhesion sites and tend to be biocompatible. The disadvantages of these materials are poor mechanical properties and difficulties to ensure material purity and precise chemical composition. As an alternative to natural, synthetic biomaterials offer many advantages including mechanical stability, reproducibility due to precisely controlled chemical composition, ability to control degradation rate and other bioactivity properties. Those usually are polymer-based materials, such as poly (ethylene glycol), poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid), polycaprolactone, polyester and many other derivatives. However, some of these materials lack cell adhesion sites and may not be suitable for long-lasting implantation in vivo due to production of byproducts. Nevertheless, there are ways to modify the surface of synthetic grafts in order to have desirable biomimetic properties. Recently sol-gel prepared organic-inorganic hybrids received interest as biocompatible materials for medical devices. The advantages of hybrid biomaterials are: straightforward preparation and modification, mechanical stability, and suitability for precise and high resolution structuring techniques of artificial scaffolds.

To date there are many conventional fabrication techniques of scaffolds for TE. Several polymer processing techniques, such as fiber bonding, solvent casting/particulate leaching, gas foaming and phase separation involve either heating the polymers, dissolving them in particular solvents or applying high pressure gases. Most of them suffer from low mechanical strength and low pore interconnectivity. A fabrication technique should be flexible enough to ensure various scaffold geometries, pore sizes and distribution. Rapid prototyping (RP)
techniques offer the possibility of direct fabrication of computer-aided design (CAD) models which can have any geometry. Recently RP techniques, such as 3D printing, selective laser sintering, stereolithography and fused deposition modeling have attracted attention because they can produce scaffolds with controllable pore sizes, porosities, interconnectivity and mechanical strength. However, these methods suffer from limitations, which include low resolution, material restraints and relatively long processing times.

Direct laser writing (DLW) based on selective polymerization enables us to overcome most of the above mentioned limits. This technique is based on the structuring of polymers by a tightly focused laser beam. Polymerization reaction confined in a femtoliter volume focal spot is induced via non-linear absorption. This allows reaching structuring resolution of up to tens of nanometers. By moving the beam three-dimensionally in the volume of pre-polymer one can create structures with no geometrical restraints. Due to its exclusive advantages, multi-photon polymerization has already established its applications in fabrication of photonics, microoptics, microfluidics as well as biomedical devices.

In this work we present the latest results of DLW application in TE by fabricating 3D artificial scaffolds for stem cell growing out of hybrid organic-inorganic biomaterials. Critical parameters for high throughput fabrication were defined and high quality structures were fabricated. Scaffolds which are up to several millimeters in size had internal pore sizes of tens of micrometers with controllable general porosities. Furthermore, hybrid materials were tested for stem cell response in vitro and tissue response in vivo. Overall interdisciplinary study shows the advantages of DLW application in tissue engineering.

2 Methodology

2.1 Photosensitive Polymer Materials

Three different hybrid organic-inorganic polymer materials were used in our experiments. Two of them are commercially available UV curable materials Ormoclear and Ormocore b59 produced for photo-lithographic applications in microoptics (Micro Resist Technology GmbH). These materials belong to the ORMOCER class hybrid polymers and they are produced using sol-gel process from liquid precursors. They include inorganic oxide units and cross-linkable organic moieties such as urethane-and thioether (meth)-acrylate alkoxysilanes, and contain strong covalent bonds between the inorganic and organic components. These materials were used as purchased without any further modifications (photoinitiator is already added by the suppliers). These materials have been tested for scaffold production with DLW and biocompatibility before. Another material is a two composite sol-gel based on zirconium and silicon oxides (SZ2080). The preparation of it is described elsewhere. It contains inorganic silicon alkoxide and zirconium alkoxide groups which enhance materials mechanical stability, while organic part of SZ2080 contains polymerizable methacrylate moieties. This low shrinkage photopolymer was initially used to fabricate photonic elements, but also found its applications in TE.

SZ2080 was photosensitized by adding 1 to 2 wt. % of 2-Benzyl-2-dimethylamino-1-(4-morpholinophenyl)buta-none-1 photoinitiator (also known as Irgacure 369) (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH). This commercial photoinitiator was chosen because it has already been proved for suitability for high quality and throughput fabrication via DLW. Although common commercial photoinitiators may suffer from low two-photon absorption efficiency compared to the novel custom-made chromophores, yet preparation of organic molecules with large two-photon absorption cross sections is rather complicated and was not involved in this research.

Before fabrication samples were prepared by drop-casting the materials on the microscope cover glass substrates. After laser processing the photosensitive resins exposed to light underwent polymerization and became insoluble in the developer. Samples were treated with the appropriate organic solvent in order to wash out unexposed material. Polymerized structures sustained during the development process. In this way, the free-standing structures were fabricated on a glass substrate. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and optical profilometry were applied to evaluate the micro-structured scaffolds.

2.2 Direct Laser Writing Setup and Scaffold Fabrication

The schematics of the DLW system used in this work is depicted in Fig. 1(b). High peak power femtosecond Yb:KGW laser
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**Fig. 1** (a) Fabrication steps: (I) photopolymerization reaction is initiated in the focal spot of the beam, (II) polymeric structure is directly written by moving the sample in regard to the focal spot, (III) organic developer washes unexposed material (IV) 3D free-standing scaffold is obtained on a glass substrate; (b) DLW fabrication setup: ATN-attenuator, NC-second harmonic non-linear crystal, M1-M2-mirrors, L1-L2-telescope, DM-dichroic mirror, OL-objective lens, BS-beam splitter, CMOS-camera.
amplifier (Pharos, Light Conversion Co. Ltd.) was used as irradiation source. Its parameters are: 300 fs pulse duration, 200 kHz repetition rate, 1030 nm central wavelength (515 nm second harmonic was used in experiment). 1 to 10 mW of average laser power was used which corresponded to 0.32 – 3.2 TW/cm² (values are calculated assuming that 10 × 0.3 NA objective was used), which was the most practical for the fabrication of the scaffolds in our experiment.

Irradiation was calculated using 
\[ I_p = \frac{TE_p}{\pi \omega^2} \] where T is the objective’s transmittance for 515 nm, \( E_p \) is the pulse energy, \( \tau_p \) is the pulse duration and \( \omega = \frac{\omega_{NA}}{\lambda} \) is the beam waist radius. For the highest translation velocity achieved we calculated the cumulative dose of exposure \( D_{ac} = D_p \times N_p \), where \( D_p \) is the dose per pulse (\( D_p = I_p \tau_p \)) and \( N_p \) is the number of pulses per focal spot. The estimated cumulative dose was 4.6 J/cm² showing an efficient energy use for polymerization reaction when using fs pulses. All necessary values used for calculations and calculated quantities are given in Table 1.

The laser beam was guided through an optical system (Fig. 1(b)) to a high numerical aperture objective and focused to a volume of photopolymer. The sample was mounted on high speed and wide working area positioning system which consisted of linear motor driven stages (Aerotech, Inc.): XY-ALS130 to 100, Z-ALS130 to 50. These stages ensure an overall traveling range of 100 mm in X and Y directions and 50 mm in Z direction and support the scanning velocity of up to 300 mm/s while keeping positioning resolution up to 10 nm. Upon irradiation the monomers underwent transition from liquid to solid (or from gel to solid) which resulted in the change of the refractive index. It enabled wide-field transmission microscopy to be used for monitoring the manufacturing process in real time. A microscope was built by adding its main components to the system: a source of red light provided by a LED, a CMOS camera (mvBlueFOX-M102G, Matrix Vision GmbH) and a video screen. The ability to image photostructuring while performing DLW is an important feature for a successful fabrication process. Control of all equipment was automated via custom-made software 3DPoli specially designed for DLW applications. By moving the sample three-dimensionally, the position of the laser focus was being changed inside the resin and this enabled writing of complex 3D structures. Structures can be imported from CAD files or programmed directly. This DLW system was tested for structuring in various photosensitive materials at large scale. The ability to scale up and speed up the fabrication was ensured by changing the laser beam focusing objectives in the range 1.4 to 10, thus at the sacrifice of the resolution from 200 nm to 4 μm.

2.3 Biocompatibility Tests In Vitro and In Vivo

Biocompatibility of the micro-structured materials was assessed in vitro using stem cell culture and in vivo using laboratory rats (Lithuanian State Food and Veterinary Office license for use of laboratory animals for scientific research work No. 0212, 2011 to 02-04). Laboratory rats were taken care of according to the Lithuanian Law on animal care, housing and use (No. VIII-500, 1997 to 11-06).

For the studies in vitro, a primary myogenic stem cell line derived from adult rabbit skeletal muscle was established.52 Before cell seeding, the specimens were sterilized with 70% ethanol for 24 h, and dried on a clean bench under UV irradiation. The cells were grown in Iscoves modified Dulbecco medium (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Biological Industries Ltd.) and antibiotics (penicillin, streptomycin, 100 μg/ml; Biological Industries Ltd.), at 37°C and 5% CO₂. For the evaluation of biocompatibility, the cells (6 × 10⁴/ml) were grown for 48 h on the tested micro-structured polymeric scaffolds which were placed inside the wells of a 24-well plate (Orange Scientific). Cell viability was examined using differentiating staining with acridine orange (AO, 100 μg/ml, Molecular Probes Inc.) and etidium bromide (EB, 100 μg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich GmbH).45 4 μl of AO/EB dye mixture (1:1) was added to 100 μl of growth medium on the cell monolayer. Fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Instruments Inc.) analysis allows to distinguish living (green) and dead (orange) cells in cell population stained this way. On the basis of cell membrane integrity, AO binds to DNA of viable cells and stains them green, as well, EB bounds to the DNA of nonviable cells and stain them in orange. In vivo study was performed by using healthy male Wistar rats, weighing 250 to 300 g (Vivarium of the Institute of Biochemistry, Vilnius University). Prior to the surgery, the polymeric structures out of Ormocore b59 and SZ2080 were washed in ethanol (3 × 24 h) and dried under UV (2 × 15 min, both sides). The rats were anesthetized by intramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg/ml; 40 mg/kg) (Vetoquinol Biowet, Poland) and xylazine hydrochloride (2%; 5 mg/kg) (Bela-pharm, Germany). The lumbar area of the rat was prepared aseptically for surgery, longitudinal incisions of approximately 1 cm were made in the skin near the paravertebral back muscle where two samples of each polymer were inserted. The incisions were closed with interrupted sutures of Polysorb 4 to 0 suture (Syneture). After 3 weeks, the animals were euthanized, each implant was removed and a histological analysis of the surrounding tissues was performed in the National Center of Pathology (Vilnius, Lithuania). Biocompatibility of the tested polymeric samples was evaluated judging by the microscopic views of the histologic specimens of surrounding tissues stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).

| Table 1 Fabrication parameters (NA-objective’s numerical aperture, λ-laser radiation wavelength, \( \tau_p \)-pulse duration, \( f \)-pulse repetition rate, \( E_p \)-average laser power, \( \omega \)-beam waist radius, \( I_p \)-pulse energy, \( D_p \)-dose per pulse, \( D_{ac} \)-cumulative dose). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Quantity       | Value           | Calculated quantity | Value           |
| NA             | 0.3             | \( \omega \)      | 1.05 μm         |
| \( \lambda \)  | 515 nm          | \( E_p \)         | 20 nJ           |
| \( \tau_p \)   | 300 fs          | \( I_p \)         | 1.3 TW/cm²      |
| \( f \)        | 200 kHz         | \( N_p \)         | 12              |
| \( T \)        | 66.5%           | \( D_p \)         | 0.38 J/cm²      |
| \( v \)        | 35 mm/s         | \( D_{ac} \)      | 4.6 J/cm²       |
| \( P \)        | 4 mV            |                  |                 |
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3 Results

3.1 Fabrication of 3d Scaffolds

One of the most important advantages of DLW compared to alternative above mentioned technologies is the precise control of structuring resolution, which allows fabricating precise objects with almost no geometrical restraints. Spatial resolution can be flexibly tuned by varying laser output power and translation velocity of the sample, by replacing focusing objectives or by altering sensitivity of the material itself (changing the concentration of the used photoinitiator).

To the best of our knowledge up to date, the structure shown in Fig. 2 is the largest 3D micro-structured scaffold produced by femtosecond direct laser writing in polymers.54

Fig. 2 (a) A photo of 9 × 9 × 2 mm³ disc shape scaffold out of SZ2080 polymer; (b) Inset shows SEM image of internal structure of the disc shape scaffold. The pore size is 50 × 50 × 100 μm³, and the general porosity is 60%. 5 mm/s sample translation velocity and 10 × 0.3 NA objective were used; (c) A photo of an artificial blood vessel scaffold out of ORMOCOR polymer with outer diameter of 3 mm, internal diameter 1.5 mm, length of 9 mm and a 45° cut edge. The pore size is 10 × 10 × 100 μm³, and the general porosity is 67%. 10 mm/s sample translation velocity and 10 × 0.3 NA objective lens were used; (d) SEM image of an artificial blood vessel scaffold fabricated out of ORMOCOR polymer with a 1.5 mm outer diameter and a 0.75 mm internal diameter with a length of 2 mm. The pore size is 50 × 50 × 100 μm³, and the general porosity is 50%. 2 mm/s sample translation velocity and 10 × 0.3 NA objective lens were used.

3.2 Biocompatibility Test of Hybrid Materials

The biocompatibility of micro-structured polymeric scaffolds fabricated out of Ormocore b59 and SZ2080 was evaluated in vitro using rabbit muscle-derived myogenic cells which were grown on the tested materials. Polystyrene was used as a control surface. The results demonstrate that the viability of cells grown on polymeric scaffolds is comparable to that on control surfaces. In both cases, less than ten percent of dead cells were found (Fig. 3).

For the biocompatibility studies in vivo, after three weeks of implantation, histological analysis of tissues surrounding the implant was performed. It is known that the presence of the implant changes the healing process. A reaction of biological tissue to any foreign material is called the Foreign-Body Reaction (FBR). Foreign bodies can be inert or irritating, some of them can be toxic and cause inflammation as well as scarring. The normal FBR consists of macrophages and foreign-body giant cells at the surface of the implant with subjacent fibroblastic proliferation and collagen deposition, and capillary formation. Macrophages play a pivotal role in the response of tissue to implants.55 As revealed in the Fig. 4, a mild FBR, characterized by the sporadic presence of macrophages and lymphocytes, is observed in the tested slides. Taking into account that such tissue reaction is registered three weeks after the implantation, the results are considered to be positive and demonstrate that tested materials were non-cytotoxic and biocompatible, showing them to be suitable for biomedical practice.

Comparing test results in vitro and in vivo we conclude that studied polymeric structures are biocompatible and suitable for tissue engineering applications.

4 Discussion

Advances in regenerative medicine would not have been possible without the innovative biomaterials, which provide the structural framework for cells to form tissues and synthesize extracellular matrices.56,57 Herein we have successfully fabricated large scale scaffolds from the hybrid polymeric materials and demonstrated the possibility to control scaffold geometry, porosity and pore size at micro-scale. An organic-inorganic sol-gel based on silicon-zirconium oxides and commercial ORMOCER® class photoresins were subjected to DLW. ORMOCERS are successfully used in high-tech industries, such as optical coatings, electronics, and medical technology, especially dentistry.58 An inorganic part of ORMOCER molecule is represented by silica network and is produced through targeted hydrolysis and inorganic polycondensation in a sol-gel process. (Meth)acrylate organic groups form a highly cross-linked network matrix after induction of a radical-based
polymerization.\textsuperscript{59,60} It is supposed that the abundance of polymerization opportunities in these materials determine the low amount of uncrosslinked monomers and therefore better biocompatibility. However, only limited information is available about the elution of monomers from ORMOCER\textsuperscript{s} and their toxicity.\textsuperscript{61} Hybrid methacrylates based on silane derivate (ORMOSIL\textsuperscript{s}) also exhibit properties originating from both of their organic and inorganic chemical groups.\textsuperscript{62} A way to circumvent the use of methacrylate-based photopolymers, that sometimes suffer from cytotoxicity, new monomers based on vinyl esters were prepared and tested,\textsuperscript{63} which might be will become more widely used for DLW targeted bio-applications in the near future.

In our experiment we used three different hybrid polymers: ORMOCER\textsuperscript{\textregistered} class photoresins-Ormocore b59 and Ormoclear as well as a two composite sol-gel based on zirconium and silicon oxides-SZ2080. Sample translation speeds of up to 35 mm/s were achieved using Ormocore b59 hybrid polymer. Such velocity allows to fabricate a disk shaped scaffold of 2 mm height and 18 mm diameter or an artificial blood vessel scaffold with 9 mm outer diameter, 4.5 mm internal diameter and 8 mm height just overnight. It corresponds to polymerization of a 1 cm\textsuperscript{3} volume structure, assuming that a cube with 1 cm sides and a fill factor of 30\% is fabricated. The rectangular form eliminates the losses due to circular shape and hollow core of blood vessel which results in not all scanning time being used for polymerization as scanning through hollow parts is done with a closed shutter. It is also important to mention, that fabrication time depends on the fill factor of the structure, since lower fill factor requires less scanning time.

As calculated in Table 1, DLW employing femtosecond lasers allows one to microstructure using light exposure doses within the therapeutic range (1 -- 10 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}). Having the sufficient light density for the irreversible photomodification one can think of artificial scaffold creation during \textit{in vitro} tests\textsuperscript{64} and, due to already achieved high fabrication throughput, even during \textit{in vivo} surgery.\textsuperscript{65} This would enable dynamic experiments of cell proliferation or creation of custom shaped artificial scaffolds in real time.

Polymeric scaffolds used in regenerative medicine react with physiological fluids and through cellular activity form tenacious bonds to hard and in some cases to soft tissues.\textsuperscript{66} However, their biocompatibility and biodegradability are often insufficient, limiting their potential clinical use. In our experiments, the obtained data showed high viability of stem cells grown on non-degradable polymeric scaffolds constructed by direct laser writing. In another study, productive interaction of fibroblasts with two epidermal cell types was found during their growth on Ormosil scaffolds fabricated by two-photon polymerization.\textsuperscript{67} Therefore, this procedure proves to be a relatively simple method for processing of polymeric scaffolds and designing an initial environment for cell growth.

According to our data, the polymeric scaffolds can guide cell orientation and grouping; the cellular behavior being influenced by the surrounding microenvironment. The scaffold allows the cells to migrate to their surroundings and it can act as a structure where the cells are made to grow in a programmed way. The produced scaffolds are biocompatible and easily processable, making them suitable for tissue engineering and medical applications.

\section{5 Conclusions}

After completion of this synergetic laser-scaffold-fabrication and biocompatibility study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Adult myogenic stem cell proliferation tests on polymeric substrates show that the selected laser 3D microstructurable materials, such as Ormocore b59, Ormoclear and SZ2080, are applicable for biomedical tissue engineering practice. It is supported by \textit{in vivo} biocompatibility tests of these polymer materials implanted in living rats organisms. The obtained results are encouraging for the future work toward using these materials for cell growing, tissue engineering and soft or hard tissue regeneration applications.

2. The flexible direct laser writing approach for the production of custom shape and pore size as well as porosity polymeric scaffolds has reached the level of fabrication throughput requisite for practical applications. True 3D micro-structured scaffolds of sizes up to 1 cm\textsuperscript{3} and pore sizes in the range of 10--100 \textmu m with controlled porosity can be manufactured overnight, thus be created for an individual patient once required. Precise control of the form and filling factor of the artificial scaffold enables one to control its mechanical properties. For the direct laser writing technology this is the step out of the laboratory to the market.

3. Using high pulse repetition femtosecond lasers operating at the visible wavelengths the exposure dose
needed for the localized photopolymerization does not exceed the values tolerable for performing in vitro and in vivo. This opens a unique way to photostructure the scaffolds in real time during the cell proliferation or surgery experiments.

Further experiments are targeted toward using elastic or bio-degradable and additionally biologically functionalized materials for the creation of artificial scaffolds with desired properties.
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